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Catastrophic Effect of Mob Lynching in 

Comparison with the Rule of Law  
 

SHAGUN RAI
1 

       

  ABSTRACT 
Mob lynching is providing penalization to an individual without any legal authority for 

any crime. The social structure of India is in risk of rupture from rising incidents of mob 

lynching and growing vigilantism. Because of shortage of an important legislation 

particular to mob lynch in India, these events leave not recorded and the hate part behind 

them go indentified. Politicizations of this hate are interrupting the secularism and 

democratic structure of the India. This study observes the contribution of the citizens as 

a racialized group with extra-legal punitive power of death, and how it catalyze the 

growth of mobocracy influences the personal rights by their apparent judgement, which 

decisively is an ambush on democracy.  

In the judgement of “Tehseen S. Poonawalla vs. UOI & Ors” has provided ways to the 

authorities to take preventive, corrective and penal measure so as to reduce this grievous. 

The study critically analyzes possible problem to the proposed legislations and propose 

alternatives. Although some jurist assistance making of new legislations to control this 

problem, others think that range of laws would not identify the cause of this concern, 

which is unsuccessful execution. The landmark judgments of the Court, this research 

study propose that the necessity and requirement of the hour is to ratify a ‘centralalized 

legislation’ for offering result to India’s responsibility regarding Constitution and global 

human right mechanisms, rather than state related laws.  

Keywords: Mob Lynching, Fundamental Rights. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Mob lynching is an expression applied to explain the activities of intended aggression by a 

huge community of individuals. The aggression is equal to crime against human being or their 

properties. The mob thinks that they are penalizing the victims for do something immoral (not 

inevitably illegitimate) and they take the rule and regulation in their own hands to penalize the 

asserted accused can’t follow any rule of laws. “Aptly referred to by the Court as a horrendous 

act of mobocracy mob lynching have a pattern and a motive. More often than not, innocent 

 
1 Author is a student at Amity University, Noida, India. 
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people are targeted on the basis of some rumor, misinformation or suspicion.”2 

The nation is distressed by the terrible murder of 3 individuals, 2 priests and their assistant by 

a huge mob in Maharashtra. “Little did the trio, who was enroute to Surat from Mumbai so as 

to go to a interment, recognize it to be their last journey on this worldly terrain. At a time when 

we are reeling under a catastrophe of unprecedented scale because of Covid-19 and the 

authority is frequently emphasizing on the significance of social distancing the question is why 

was such a huge mob, armed with axes, sticks and stones, allowed to congregate. A comparable 

event had happended there 4 days before this occurrence and a female doctor’s car had been 

coated with stone. There were rumor of child lifter creating rounds in that location with 

intention to hijack children for organ harvest. It is the accountability of law enforcement 

agencies to not only register the F.I.R after the commissions of several occurrences but also 

make sure that citizens do not alternative to vigilantism and take laws in their own hand. Police 

must have emphasized the outline of aggression within their jurisdictions and performed 

consequently”. 

According the report, this act took place in the existence of police officials. “A video clip 

demonstrate the elderly priest clinging onto the steals hand and the latter shrugging him off. 

Police officials say that they fired shot in the air to scatter the mobs, but is that all that they 

were expect to do in the face of looming risk and later activity as mute spectator as the mob 

continued with their violent implementation of cold blooded murder. The mobs constituted an 

illicit meeting in Sec.141 of the IPC, 1860 and polices were authorized to use power to disperse 

that assembly vide S.129 of the CrPC, 1973. As per laws, criminal activity comprises illegal 

error. Police was legally bound to protect the people being hounded and their functioning 

makes an illegitimate oversight for which they can be booked as per S.299 (culpable homicide) 

of the IPC”.3 

Public outrage prompted the authorities to spring into action leading to arrest of 110 people 

and suspension of two police personnel including the SHO of that police station. But, what 

about the lives lost. The conspicuous absence of protective measures despite the volatile 

situation of that particular area smacks of complacent inertia on part of police. In the case of 

“Arumugam Servai v. State of TN” the SC had directed States to take disciplinary action 

against the concerned officials wherever they did not prevent the incident, despite having prior 

knowledge of it. 

 
2 Apoorvanand. 2017. “What is behind India’s epidemic of mob lynching?” Al Jazeera. 6th July 2017. 
3 Vageshwari Deswal, Mob lynching- A desecration of the ‘Rule of Law’, The Times of India, April 21, 2020, 
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In July 2017, the SC, while pronouncing its judgment in the case of “Tahseen s. Poonawala vs. 

UOI”4, had set out a few preventive, therapeutic and corrective measures to manage lynching 

and mob brutality. States were coordinated to set up assigned quick track courts in each locale 

to solely manage cases including mob lynchings. The court had additionally mooted the setting 

up of an exceptional team with the target of getting insight reports about individuals associated 

with spreading scorn discourses, provocative explanations and phony news which could 

prompt mob lynchings. Headings were additionally given to set up Victim remuneration plans 

for alleviation and restoration of casualties. After a year in July 2019 the SC gave notification 

to the Center and a few states requesting that they present the means taken by them towards 

actualizing the measures and record consistence reports. The lukewarm reaction of states was 

very baffling. Starting at now just three states Manipur, West Bengal and Rajasthan have 

ordered laws against mob lynching5. 

Each time there is an instance of honor killing, disdain violations, witch chasing or mob 

lynching we raise requests for uncommon enactment to manage these wrongdoings. However, 

the truth of the matter is that these wrongdoings are only homicides and the current 

arrangements under IPC and CrPC are adequate to manage such violations. Combined with the 

rules set down for Poonwala's situation, we are adequately outfitted to manage mob lynching. 

Be that as it may, what we need is expected authorization of the current laws and responsibility 

of the implementation offices.  

Mob brutality is an unpalatable slur on our overall set of laws. It originates from the 

unreasonable thought of vigilantism and prompts rebellion. Such excrescence should be 

controlled with an iron hand. Law is the mightiest sovereign in an acculturated society. The 

greatness of law can't be soiled just in light of the fact that an individual or a gathering create 

the mentality that they have been enabled by the standards set out in law to assume control over 

its implementation and steadily become law unto themselves and rebuff the violator on their 

own presumption and in the way where they regard fit . The standard of law must be maintained 

for any enlightened society to persevere. 

II. INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
Presently there is no special provision or law to punish mob lynchings or hate violence in India 

but there are some other provisions related to such violence. The CrPC under S.223(a) provides 

that the mob involved in same offence in the same act can be tried together. The IPC, 1860 also 

 
4 WP(C) No. 754/2016 
5 Vageshwari Deswal,  2020, 
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has some proximate S.related to hate speech and hate crimes under S.153A (promoting enmity 

between different groups on grounds of religions, races, place of birth, residences, languages 

etc and doing acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony), 153B (imputation, assertions 

prejudicial to national integration), 505(statements conducing to public mischief) but as seen 

in majority of the cases, these S.weren‟t imposed upon the perpetrators and only sections 

against individuals such as S.302(punishment for murder), 307(attempt to murder), 

323(punishment for causing hurt), 325(punishment for causing grievous hurt) etc. are applied 

because of which the crime is seen as a n offence against individual and not the community. 

Such an approach is not justified as incidents like mob lynching are seen from communal lenses 

and are usually targeted against a certain minority, caste, religion, gender etc. and is a matter 

of public order and not merely an offence against a person. The offence of lynching usually 

takes place as an organized hate crime against a community so it must be considered as a 

heinous offence. 

However the courts have started taking the cognizance and heinousness of the offence as it can 

be seen in the SC’s judgment in the case of Nandini Sundar v. State of Chhattisgarh6 the court 

held that it is the responsibility of the state to prevent internal disturbance and to take steps to 

ensure public order. The same has been provided under Art. 355 which places the duty on the 

Union to protect states against any external aggression or internal disturbance. 

Further in the case of Mohammad Haroon and others vs. UOI7 in which the apex court gave 

the state along with intelligence agencies to prevent recurrence of communal violence. It also 

directed the negligent officers who either do or abstain from doing any neglectful activity 

which results in agony for the victims of lynchings. This judgment was upheld in the case of 

Arumugal Servai v. State of Tamil Nadu the court ruled for action to be taken against the 

officers who did not prevent the violence or did not institute criminal proceedings against the 

accused. 

While hearing a writ petition questioning the state of Orissa on failure to provide police force 

to maintain law&order in the Kandhamal districts and its failure in protecting its people during 

the assassination of Swami Laxmananda Sarsawati and other by Maoists in the case of 

Archbishop Raphel Cheenath v. State of Orissa8  

Consequently, there is no counting of hate crime against these minorities. In the absence of 

official records, it is media reports and the odd scholarly works that are the main sources of 

 
6 (2011)7 SCC 547 
7 (2014)5 SCC 252 
8 (2016)9 SCC 682 
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hate crime data against religious minorities in India but these are not adequate. There are some 

international and national instruments which support the victims of mob lynching. Such as 

Article 7, of UDHR provides Equality before the law, and equivalent safeguard of the law, and 

the protection against discrimination. Article 20 of the ICCPR also states that “any advocacy 

of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes an incitement to discrimination, hostility 

or violence shall be prohibited by law”. 

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination also in its 

Article 4 regards the incitement and actions based on ideas of racial superiority or hatred, 

among others. Last but not the least, The Indian Constitution under Article 14 guarantees the 

impartiality before the laws and equal protection by the law, under Article 15 provides 

prevention of unfairness on field of religion, ethnicity, and gender and under Article 21 laid 

down the guarantee of life and liberty to all citizens 

(A) Punishment for lynching 

The legal provisions present in our country currently have no laws to deal with lynching or 

mob attack, though, the punishment for mob lynching is provided in the ambit of the following 

laws currently- 

S.302 of IPC– 

This S.of IPC deals with punishments related to murder i.e. the person who commits murder is 

punished either with a punishment of death or imprisonment for life. In many cases, the convict 

may even be liable to penalised. 

S.304 of IPC–   

This section deals with punishment for culpable homicide not amounting to murder which may 

be Life imprisonment for life. Prison for a time period which may additionally extend in 

accordance with public years, or shall also keep obedient according to high-quality between 

law the employment is made along an choice after kill yet cause harm up to expectation is in 

all likelihood in conformity with reason death. 

S.307 over the IPC– 

This section offers including the penalty among lawsuit about strive to murder. A man or 

woman whichever toughness does an act along an wish or competencies so much his work may 

purpose demise would longevity stability lie defective on homicide and is in imitation of stay 

punished together with goal over both for a time period of above in conformity with people 

years then also stay subject after penalty. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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Sec. 323 of the I.P.C  

This segment characterizes the discipline for causing hurt intentionally. Whoever, aside from 

whenever incited according to sec. 334, intentionally causes hurt, will undoubtedly be rebuffed 

with detainment which may stretch out to one year, or with fine (up to 1,000 rupees), or with 

both.  

Sec. 325 of the I.P.C  

This part manages discipline for causing heinous hurt intentionally. Under the arrangement of 

this part, if an individual, aside from if there should be an occurrence of incitement (as 

accommodated by sec. 335), intentionally causes heinous hurt, is probably going to be rebuffed 

with detainment of either for a term of as long as seven years and furthermore installment of 

fine.  

Sec. 34 of the I.P.C  

This segment features the discipline for Acts done by a few people in facilitation of normal 

aim. At the point when a criminal demonstration is finished by a few people as to a typical 

expectation, every one of such people is obligated for that demonstration in a similar way as 

though it were finished by only him.  

Sec. 120 B of the I.P.C  

This segment makes reference to the discipline for parties partaking in a criminal trick. In the 

event that the Connivance is accomplished for an offense which is culpable with death or life 

detainment or with detainment for a very long time or more, the wrongdoer is to be rebuffed in 

a similar way as if there should arise an occurrence of abetment of the offense.  

If there should arise an occurrence of connivance for an offense that isn't culpable with death, 

life detainment or detainment for a very long time or over, the wrongdoer is subject to be 

rebuffed with detainment for as long as a half year, or with fine or both9.  

Sec. 143 of the I.P.C  

Sec. 141 characterizes 'unlawful gathering' as a get together of at least 5 individuals so as to 

utilize/show criminal power or to oppose the execution of law or criminal trespass and so forth 

which is culpable under Section 143 of the code with detainment for as long as a half year, or 

with fine, or both.  

 

 
9 Nitya Nand Pandey, 2018, Volume 5, Issue 4 
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Sec. 147 of the I.P.C  

Sec. 146 of the code characterizes 'revolting' as an offense where an unlawful gathering or a 

part utilizes power or viciousness in the indictment of a typical object of the get together. Sec. 

147 of the code distinguishes each individual from such a gathering liable of the offense of 

revolting and is granted detainment for as long as 2 years, or with fine, or both. If there should 

arise an occurrence of revolting including destructive weapons the discipline recommended is 

for detainment for as long as 3 years, or with fine, or both.  

Sec. 149 of the I.P.C-  

This segment recognizes each individual from an unlawful get together to be liable of an 

offense committed in the arraignment of a typical article if the individuals from that gathering 

knew to probably be submitted in indictment of that object. 

III. MOB LYNCHING: A VIGILANTE’S ATTACK ON RULE OF LAW 
“In regard to the law of hate speech responsible for inciting communal passions, the central 

reality in India is not the abuse of law, but persistent refusal to enforce it.” 

‘We the people’ – the opening words of the Constitution, the founding document of India – 

sums up the perception of society, of shared culture and history, and of civic affiliation, a 

perception that has been questioned throughout the lengthy period of Indian history. India, the 

fifth-largest economy in the world, is facing a threat to its integrity and growth, given the 

growing incidence of lynching. It is one of those hate crimes that through structured hate 

campaigns has become a language of indoctrinating vigilance. Mob lynching in India is a big 

religious and politico-legal crisis for democracy, requiring urgent solutions. 

Religion, when helped by the political help, is an instrument used to implant scorn in the brains 

of people, supporting the blamed to submit such an offense bravely. There is a recognizable 

growth in network powers that have prevailing with regards to spreading savagery by taking 

correctional extra-legal measures, with bits of gossip assuming a huge job. The people are 

under predictable risk of getting executed or whipped on unimportant grounds of uncertainty 

that they have a place with a particular gathering, religion or position. This mentality changes 

society into a fundamentalist state, as people, who choose their chiefs, keep up quietness at 

gunpoint, eventually fortifying the ethical authenticity of the guilty parties.  

A broad, superb record, the Constitution must be attributed to India's accomplishment as a 

majority rule self-sufficient nation. This blessed book is the transcendent report, and it was 

with the gathering of this sacred writing, India grasped the 'Rule of the law.' This Rule of law, 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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alongside its implementation hardware, was alloted the part of insurance of the individuals 

from any subjective standard and to give equity to all. The law implementation organizations 

can't act subjectively so as to control social conduct, however they are administered via land 

law. The essential objective of the law is to have an organized society where the resident 

dreams for change and progress is acknowledged, and the individual yearning discovers space 

for the declaration of his/her latent capacity. In such an environment where each resident is 

qualified for appreciate the rights and intrigue presented under the established and legal law, 

he is additionally committed to remain respectful to the order of the law.  

In Tehseen S. Poonawalla v. Association of India, the Supreme Court expressed "The greatness 

of law can't be soiled essentially in light of the fact that an individual or a gathering produce 

the disposition that they have been enabled by the standards set out in law to assume control 

over its implementation and bit by bit become law unto themselves and rebuff the violator on 

their own suspicion and in the way wherein they regard fit. They overlook that the organization 

of law is presented on the law upholding offices and nobody is permitted to go rogue on the 

extravagant of his "shallow soul of judgment". Similarly as one is qualified for battle for his 

privileges in law, the other is qualified for be treated as honest till he is seen as liable after a 

reasonable preliminary. No demonstration of a resident is to be declared by any sort of network 

under the pretense of defenders of law."  

Assuming control over have been rebuffing the people in a manner they consider fit. They wind 

up acting brutally, determined by their own impression of good and bad. The result of such 

scenes might be something as genuine as murder, executed as a rule by a gathering of people 

and not an individual. Such a demonstration, driven by outrageous convictions and made 

forceful by a purpose to assault some other conviction opposing to it, is, to put it plainly, mob 

lynching.  

Lately, India has seen an extensive ascent in mob lynching exercises. A lion's share of such 

occurrences include the unconstrained assault by a racialized gathering of individuals, who 

think about the demonstration of the casualty as a negative mark against the profound 

underlying foundations of customs and religion.  

(A) Which means of the Phenomenon  

Lynching is definitely not another wonder, however it has been the world over constantly. The 

term lynch law alludes to a self-established court that forces sentence on an individual without 

fair treatment of law. The two terms are gotten from the name of Charles Lynch (1736–96), a 

Virginia grower and equity of the harmony who, during the American Revolution, headed a 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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sporadic court shaped to rebuff supporters.  

Fitzhugh Brundage states "lynching consolidates the association of a chase with the honor of 

serving the supposed needs of the network," Generally, lynching is characterized as a maniacal 

hostility rebuffing (regularly executing) an individual or people by an irate mob to stifle the 

propensity of abnormality and the shocking wrongdoing submitted by the previous. The 

wrongdoing is savage to such an extent that it socially revolts the group to assemble 

immediately slaughtering the crook .  

The regular meaning of lynching by N.A.A.C.P in the U.S is that:  

(I) there must be proof that an individual was murdered;  

(ii) the individual more likely than not met passing unlawfully;  

(iii) a gathering of at least three people more likely than not partook in the killings; and  

(iv) the murdering is done openly .  

Along these lines, lynching is a demonstration of unspeakable ghastliness. There is a flat out 

unevenness of intensity. It is a mob versus a person, who is frequently unprotected and asking 

forever.  

(B) Current Scenario in India  

Lynching in India incorporates lynching of those blamed for trivial wrongdoings, people 

blamed for homicide and assault, and furthermore the people apparent by the mob as freaks. 

The fundamental explanation behind passings by lynching has been an aftereffect of witch-

chases, the primitive station framework in the nation, and other strictly determined reasons.  

The quantity of occurrences of lynching in India has been on the ascent. Going with this general 

ascent is the ascent of mob lynching, especially by bovine vigilantes. At the focal point of 

change in the nation is the slothful creature cow. While it is sacrosanct and mother-like for the 

larger part Hindus; dairy animals mulching is the wellspring of salary for the minority Muslims. 

Bovine vigilante gatherings or 'Gau Rakshaks', following the Government's restriction on dairy 

animals butchering, have been savagely murdering those associated with slaughtering, 

exchanging, or expending meat.  

Dadri lynching of 2015 welcomed immense media consideration. On 28the sept. 2015, the 52-

year-old ironsmith was hauled from his home in the town of Bishahra, in the region of Dadri 

in Uttar Pradesh, after a nearby Hindu sanctuary declared that a dairy animals, thought about 

consecrated by numerous Hindus, had been butchered by him. He was pounded the life out of, 

and his child was seriously injured. Afterward, it came out by criminological reports that the 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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meat was sheep, not hamburger. On eighteenth March 2016, Majloom Ansari, 32 and Imtiyaz 

Ansari, 12 were taking their cows to a reasonable. The mob attacked them close to Jhabar town 

of Jharkhand. Their bodies were dangled from a tree. On 25th May 2015 an e-cart driver was 

beaten by a mob of understudies of Delhi University who attempted to prevent two alcoholic 

understudies from peeing openly to which the understudies . On first July 2018, five 

individuals, having a place with the Nath Gosavi people group, were mercilessly whipped by 

a mob in the far off Rainpada town, around 100 kilometers from the region central command, 

prompting their demise. The assault was accepted to have been set off by talk about a youngster 

lifting group being dynamic in the region . The evening of April 16, Two Sadhus alongside 

their driver were lynched by the mob of around 400 individuals in the Palghar locale of 

Maharashtra, being passed on as kid lifters10.  

For the fierce wrongdoing of homicide, lynching is simply one more name. As per specialists, 

the commission of such violations requires an extraordinary climate and a conviction 

framework, to defeat the hesitance to complete such a stunning wrongdoing. Such a climate is 

made when individuals accept that they have the position to achieve this duty and stop to 

perceive the casualty as a citizen. The obligation of speaking to the whole network, the doubt 

in the state's capability in conveying equity, when enhanced with the gossipy tidbits start a 

thought that an individual isn't killing another individual, yet the network is rebuffing the guilty 

party who has abused their so called good and strict estimations.  

The politicization of this issue thumps up the feeling of exemption a feeling that we can do it 

and can pull off it as the administration is with us. It is our legislature. At the point when a 

Union clergyman shrubs convicts of a lynching, it gives the guilty parties an inclination that 

they have achieved something incredible. One when sentenced, at that point given bail and 

afterward a priest garlanding the individual will surely add to the feeling of exemption and 

boast. 

(C) Indian Laws and Failure of their Implementation 

The criminal laws face a void as there is no law or arrangement that condemns mob lynching. 

In spite of the fact that IPC has arrangements for homicide, blamable manslaughter, revolting, 

and unlawful get together yet there is no arrangement for a gathering that comes by and large 

to slaughter an individual. Under Section 223(a) of Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC), it is 

conceivable to rebuff at least two charged perpetrating a similar offense over the span of "a 

similar exchange." However, the arrangement misses the mark concerning rebuffing guilty 

 
10 Shilpa Jain& Nikita Aggarwal, Mob Lynching: A Dent in Majesty of Law, 2018 PL HR September 86 (2018). 
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parties of mob lynching . The National Campaign against mob lynching drafted a Lynching 

Act, 2017 for assurance against fierce lynching.  

Right to non-segregation is assimilated in Article 14, which ensures every individual in the 

domain of India balance under the watchful eye of the law and equivalent assurance of laws. 

Article 15 of the Indian Constitution forestalls separation of networks dependent on standing, 

sex, race, or religion. Occurrences of lynching disregard the privilege to fairness and preclusion 

of separation cherished in the Indian Constitution under Article 14 and Article 15, separately.  

Article 21 of the Indian Constitution expresses, "No individual will be denied of his life or 

individual freedom with the exception of under method set up by law." The target of Article 21 

is to keep the state from denying an individual of his/her own freedom and life.  

Nonetheless, the Indian states have neglected to execute the laws. The broad debasement in 

law authorization offices, unreasonable postponements in the removal of cases by the legal 

executive and the out of line favorable circumstances to the rich and the predominance in the 

legal framework add to inappropriate usage of laws. In practically the entirety of the cases, the 

police at first slowed down examinations, overlooked systems, or even assumed a complicit 

part in the killings and conceal of wrongdoings. Rather than expeditiously examining and 

capturing suspects, the police recorded grievances against casualties, their families, and 

observers under laws that boycott dairy cows butcher. 

IV. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CASE 
17th July 2018, the Court delivered its judgment, issuing guidelines to curb acts of cow 

vigilantism. The Court did not address the question of the constitutional validity of immunity 

provisions for cow vigilantes. 

(A) Facts of the Case  

 After a spate of incidents of lynching in Dadri, Jharkhand and more by cow protection groups, 

distressed activists filed writ petitions in the Apex Court. 

• Tehseen Poonawalla, a social activist, filed a writ petition under Art. 32 of the 

Constitution against the Respondent States. 

• Tushar Gandhi filed the second PIL to initiate State responsibility for such mob 

incidents. 

• The petitions were heard together by a three judge bench. 

(B) Issues 
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1. Whether the States and Centre should come up with effective and immediate action plans 

to be undertaken against these violent cow protection mobs? 

2. Whether the States and Centre should issue a further direction to remove the violent social 

media content uploaded by these groups? 

3. Whether certain S.of acts which offer for the safeguard of cow such as S.12 of the Gujarat 

Animal Prevention Act, 1954, S.13 of the Maharashtra Animal Prevention Act, 1976 and S.15 

of the Karnataka Prevention of Cow Slaughter and Cattle Preservation Act, 1964 are 

unconstitutional? 

(C) Important Arguments 

1. Petitioners 

• Mr. Hegde in the 2016 petition argued that no individual can engage themselves in such 

action on the mere perception of a crime and that legal procedure should be followed. 

Stress was laid on remedial, punitive and preventive measures. 

• Ms. Indira Jaising argues that law enforcement agencies of States have a duty to register 

the FIR and prevent such incidents, argued for patrolling on highways and stated that 

under Art. 256 and 257 of the Constitution it is the Central Government’s responsibility 

to issue directions to the States to keep cooperative federalism intact.  

• She further submitted that it is the duty of both the State and the Centre to ensure that 

minorities are not targeted due to misinformation and hatred and stringent actions are 

taken especially when approached by family members. 

(D) Judgement 

“CJI Dipak Misra delivered the judgement enforcing that private citizens cannot take justice 

into their own hands. The judgement observed that every individual should remain obeisant to 

the command of law”. The Court issued interim orders for appointment of Nodal officers and 

Highway patrolling. State Governments should enquire into the causes of communal unrest 

should foster the spirit of tolerance in order to uphold the spirit of diversity and unity. Lynching 

is in direct violation of the Constitution and the rule of law. The rights of citizens cannot be 

interfered with unlawfully under Art 21. The Court did not deal with the third issue of whether 

certain acts were unconstitutional11.  

 

 
11 https://www.lawnomy.com/post/case-brief-tehseen-s-poonawalla-v-union-of-india-and-others 
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(E) The court issued certain guidelines to curb vigilantism 

• Preventive Measures: State Governments should appoint nodal officers, directions are 

given for their functioning, police should disperse mobs under S.129 of CrPc, initiate 

FIRs under S.153A of IPC, Central and State governments should stop spread of 

information and broadcast the serious consequences of law for lynching and mob 

violence. 

• Remedial Measures: In case of any incidents, FIRs should be filed, and the Nodal officer 

informed, effective processing through fast track courts, victim compensation scheme 

and free legal aid. 

• Punitive Measures:  Departmental action should be taken against officers who do not 

comply with the above measures as it will be seen as a case of misconduct or negligence 

and the action to be taken should reach a conclusion within six months. 

The Court, as a parting conclusion, gave a recommendation to the Parliament to constitute a 

separate offence for lynching with adequate punishment. 

(F) Present Status 

Still applicable. The Court continues to monitor the implementation of the guidelines as it 

ordered compliance reports to be submitted by all the States. In the first hearing after the 

judgement, the court reprimanded the states who had not submitted the compliance report and 

gave them a deadline and strict consequences to be faced12.  

(G) Analysing the Apertures 

These judgments sets out specific recommendations which ought to have killed or if nothing 

else radically decreased this wrongdoing. Some of them are talked about beneath alongside the 

manner by which they have broke down:  

It is basic to take note of that the judgment has three S.as rules, specifically preventive, 

medicinal and corrective. Much accentuation was given on the preventive part so as to 

incapacitate the commission of this wrongdoing in its underlying stages. The court 

recommended that the development of an extraordinary team to get knowledge investigates 

subjects prone to submit or prompt such offense. The Director-General of Police and Secretary 

of Home Department of the States were coordinated to take normal gatherings at any rate once 

a quarter with all nodal officials and State Police Intelligence Heads. The inquiry emerges 

whether such gatherings have been changed into the real world and what are their results? In 

 
12 https://www.lawnomy.com/post/case-brief-tehseen-s-poonawalla-v-union-of-india-and-others 
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the event that the appropriate response is idealistic, at that point it gives occasion to feel qualms 

about serious their viability as crime percentages identifying with mob lynching are on the 

ascent13. 

One of the best techniques for controlling such wrongdoing was proposed by Senior Counsel 

Indira Jaising. She proposed for police watch in delicate zones. No such activities have been 

accounted for in the preferences, for example, occurrences being ended by watching squad 

cars. Or maybe in a few occasions, the relatives of the person in question and observers of the 

wrongdoing have detailed that delay in appearance of the police was a significant reason for 

irritation of the circumstance prompting the casualty's demise and compelling arrangement of 

police staff might have kept the wrongdoing from occurring.  

The Court additionally prescribed the Parliament to make a particular offense for mob lynching 

and apportion sufficient discipline for the equivalent. Regardless of the Court's tendency for an 

uncommon law, the Center which is answerable for enactment in Parliament didn't execute the 

Court's suggestion. The Center established a gathering of Ministers (GoM) to believe the idea 

of enactment to be acquired. The possibility of the making of an extraordinary law appears to 

be a long way from reality considering such lethargic turns of events.  

While the SC refered to different smart writing of American Civil Rights development defender 

Martin Luther King Jr. what's more, American Jurisprudence on Liberty and so forth., it 

neglected to give a solid and practical meaning of mob lynching in its judgment which has left 

the parliament open to start a perpetual discussion with respect to what comprises this 

wrongdoing and the approach and quantum of discipline. Without this genuinely necessary 

definition the wrongdoing of mob lynching is being managed an overall way since it is 

incompletely secured under S.302 (murder), 307 (endeavor to kill), 323 (causing willful hurt), 

147 (revolting), 148 (revolting outfitted with dangerous weapons) and 149 of the IPC, 1860. 

This has totally abused the possibility of a different wrongdoing and has destroyed the 

necessary consideration as to the affectability of this wrongdoing.  

The Hon'ble SC's rules have likewise been disregarded with regards to the disappointment of 

the Center and state governments to follow the course to communicate on radio and TV that 

lynching and mob savagery of any sort would pull in serious results under the law. The closing 

proposal of the case was a formation of a different offense for lynching, be that as it may, 

starting at now NCRB neither perceives 'Mob Lynching' as a different part of wrongdoing nor 

keeps up independent insights on it. 

 
13 Shilpa Jain& Nikita Sept 86 (2018). 
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(H) Dissecting the Execution of the Judgment 

“While the milestone lawsuit hypothesized in regard to compensatory graph then free 

respectable guide for the humans of query while coordinating as the victim(s) and the closest 

supporter regarding the perished of instances over cluster savagery then lynching will arrive 

arbitrary constitutional information between the tournament up to expectation the person 

therefore preferences yet join someone beginner concerning his/her decision out of among 

these took concerning the legitimate information plank beneath the Legal Services Authorities 

Act, 1987. In reality Pehlu Khan's (victim regarding Mob Lynching celebrated into Alwar 

(Rajasthan), 2017) family is barely getting with the aid of due to the fact on the budgetary 

violate because their need concerning justice”. 

The SC refered according to the examination the place the America Courts managed cluster 

lynching: 

“The United States of America Courts regretted it pretend or gave that with metal hands 

according to destroy the equivalent. Ex parte Riggins C.C.N.D. Ala. (1904) 134 Fed. 404 was 

once a law together with the lynching over a Negro citizen any had been detained regarding 

the price about homicide. While she was detained into prison, the cluster eradicated him or 

lynched him via hanging.” 

Be as much such may, that is each unexpected yet shocking so a same occurrence passed off 

between India as hardens the disappointment concerning the system implementation divisions 

and difficulties the absolutely holiness regarding it judgment. On 26th Nov 2018 the NHRC 

took suo moto perception about media reports over 28 years of age Rajendra whosoever used 

to be broad outdoors concerning a police limb yet pounded the life abroad of by a people within 

the scene concerning Constables within Shamli, UP. 

The sacredness concerning the complete punishment beaten so a man named Rakbar Khan was 

once ruthlessly lynched even earlier than the dark spot on this discipline had dried. It has been 

consistently claimed so much the torpid things to do regarding the gumshoe then theirs feasible 

disappointment within getting the accident his critical scientific deliberation has illusory a 

urgent section among Khan's passing. This suit competently voices the judgment's couple 

dimensional pathway in accordance with behave including rebuff the culprit as nicely as much 

the police, for within the match as they had observed upon concerning age the casualty's 

lifestyles may have been spared yet within the opposite equal obedience ought to stay embark 

concerning them. 

After an plurality regarding petitions of July 26, 2019, the basis which include the Former Chief 
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Justice concerning India, Ranjan Gogoi, yet Justice Deepak Gupta regarded for response 

beyond the Center then x states of a apply claiming as she had not actualized the bearings 

devoted through the Court between to that amount judgment. 

Till at last that has been employ up to expectation mob lynching is a misbehaviour to that 

amount is invulnerable in accordance with the fairness frame simply so the dictation 

implementation divisions. It has eke gotten attention into the international dialogue which has 

unquiet the dictation sanction offices namely nicely as much the equity association about India. 

Taking assuming regarding a file documented including OHCHR (Office concerning the 

United Nations High Commissioner because Human Rights) about the confluence lynching 

concerning Tabrez Ansari, United Nations has requested the subtleties about the lawsuit so as 

after begin an examination. This issue used to be moreover heard at the UN's Security Council 

meeting finished at the UN wretched pavilion of NewYork about July 1, 2019, for the duration 

of the seventeenth Meeting concerning the forty first Regular Session so much was dead before 

the UN's Human Rights Council. 

(I) Landmark cases 

On account of Mohd. Haroon and others v. Association of India and another a writ appeal was 

documented according to the mobs ejected in and around District Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh 

because of common strain in the city, which constrained individuals to surrender their homes 

out of tension and dread. The candidates asserted that the neighborhood organization as 

opposed to authorizing the law permitted the assemblage to occur carelessly and neglected to 

screen its procedures. It was held that the survivors of mob viciousness can't be victimized 

based on network or religion. The alleviation of recovery and remuneration ought to be given 

to all networks. The high court likewise saw that it is the obligation of the State Administration 

in relationship with the insight offices of both the State and the Center to forestall repeat of 

mutual viciousness in any aspect of the State. On the off chance that any official liable for 

keeping up peace is discovered careless, he/she ought to be brought inside the ambit of law.  

On account of Archbishop Raphael Cheenath vs. State of Orissa and another a Writ Petition 

was documented featuring the disappointment with respect to the State of Orissa in sending 

satisfactory police power to keep up peace in Kandhamal District of Orissa and in securing its 

kin during the death of Swami Laxmanananda Saraswati and others by Maoists. The court 

noticed that the State Government ought to ask into and discover the foundations for such 

collective distress and fortify the police framework in the locale to control repeat of such 

mutual savagery. The court likewise underscored on concurrent harmony building measures.  
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In Krishnamoorthy14 instance of 2015 Supreme Court expressed that "the law is the mightiest 

sovereign in an enlightened society. The greatness of law can't be soiled essentially in light of 

the fact that an individual or a gathering produce the disposition that they have been engaged 

by the standards set out in law to assume control over its requirement and slowly become law 

unto themselves and rebuff the violator on their own suspicion and in the way wherein they 

regard fit." The Court saw that "nobody is permitted to go rogue on the extravagant of his 

shallow soul of judgment. Similarly as one is qualified for battle for his privileges in law, the 

other is qualified for be treated as honest till he is seen as blameworthy after a reasonable 

preliminary".  

In Nandini Sundar and others v. State of Chhattisgarh15 Court believed that "it is the obligation 

of the States, as to endeavor, unremittingly and reliably, to advance club among all residents 

so the nobility of each resident is ensured, fed and advanced. Court held that to forestall such 

episodes is the obligation of the States. In Mohd Haroon and others v. Union of India16 and 

another case it is held that "it is the obligation of the State Administration in relationship with 

the insight offices of both the State and the Center to forestall repeat of collective savagery in 

any aspect of the State. On the off chance that any official answerable for keeping up peace is 

discovered careless, he/she ought to be brought inside the ambit of law".  

In the current case, the Supreme Court held that "Mob lynching is disregard to the standard of 

law and Constitution esteems. We may state with no dread of logical inconsistency that 

lynching by rowdy mobs and uncouth brutality emerging out of affectation and prompting can't 

be permitted to turn into the thing to get done. Such vigilantism, be it for whatever reason or 

borne out of whatever cause, has the impact of sabotaging the lawful and formal establishments 

of the State and adjusting the protected request."  

In St. Stephen's College v. University of Delhi17, while underscoring on the importance of 

Unity in Diversity, the Court has seen that "the point of our Constitution is solidarity in variety 

and to block any fissiparous propensities for enhancing the solidarity among Indians by 

acclimatizing the varieties. The significance of variety in its suggestive scope of the term would 

incorporate geological, strict, semantic, racial and social contrasts. It is completely important 

to underscore that India speaks to social, strict and social variety".  

Court in the current case featured that there is an earnest requirement for mediation from State 

 
14 Krishnamoorthy v. Sivakumar and others (2015) 3 SCC 467 
15  (2011) 7 SCC 547 
16 (2014) 5 SCC 252 
17 (1992) 1 SCC 558 
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in securing the resident's privileges. On the rising prejudice, the zenith court set out that "a 

powerful contemporary established majority rules system guzzles the basic highlights of 

convenience pluralism in thought and approach in order to save cohesiveness and solidarity." 

Supreme Court saw that "extra-legal" acts like "bovine vigilantism or some other vigilantism" 

and lynching ought to be stopped from really developing and passed rules to the Center and the 

states. Court additionally asked Parliament to outline exceptional enactment to handle the 

issues presented by vigilante crews and said that up to that point the rules would stand the 

power of law. 

(J) Preventive Measures 

Court expresses that in each locale there ought to be a Nodal Officer a senior cop, not 

underneath the position of Superintendent of Police for taking measures to forestall episodes 

of mob brutality and lynching. An extraordinary team must be selected to get the insight reports 

about the occurrences, casualties and culprits who spread the disdain talks and phony news. 

The spots where as of late mob viciousness occurred must be taken in acceptable consideration.  

The customary gatherings must occur among Nodal officials, knowledge units and police staff 

to discover likelihood and propensities of vigilantism and mob savagery in the region and find 

a way to restrict occurrences. The Nodal Officer will likewise put forth attempts to destroy an 

unfriendly climate against any network or station which is focused in such occurrences. The 

Director General of Police/the Secretary, Home Department of the concerned States must be 

educated about the procedures to control the lynching through standard gatherings with nodal 

official.  

The Court thought that "It will be the obligation of each cop to make a mob scatter, by 

practicing his capacity under Section 129 of CrPC, which, as he would like to think, tends to 

cause viciousness or unleash the destruction of lynching in the camouflage of vigilantism or 

something else." The Home Department of the Government of India must step up to the plate 

and actualize the protected objective of social equity and the Rule of Law. There ought to be 

reality in watching so the counter social components engaged with such violations are 

disheartened and stay inside the limits of law along these lines dreading to try and consider 

going rogue.  

The transmission about the genuine result of such episode on radio and TV including the 

official sites of the Home Department should happen. The police will cause to enroll FIR under 

Section 153A of IPC or potentially other significant arrangements of law against people who 

spread flighty and dangerous messages and recordings having which can cause episodes of 
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mob lynching.18 

(K) Remedial Measures 

The Court trained that notwithstanding the preventive estimates the occurrence of lynching or 

mob savagery happen, FIR must be held up immediately and the security of relatives of the 

casualty must be guaranteed. The examination with respect to mob lynching cases must be 

done particularly by the Nodal Officer. The casualty pay conspire including the between time 

help under sec. 357A of Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 must be set up by the State 

Governments. Quick track court must be delegated for the instances of lynching and mob 

savagery and the greatest sentence as an illustration to make dread of law must be granted to 

charged. Protecting the observers of the case must be foremost duty of court and police. 

Everyday report with respect to preliminary must be given to the people in question and family. 

The offices of the Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987, to pick a legitimate guide advocate 

must be given to casualties. 

(L) Punitive Measures 

Court Laid down that any place it is discovered that "a cop or an official of the sec. organization 

has neglected to agree to the previously mentioned headings the equivalent will be considered 

as a demonstration of intentional carelessness for which proper move must be made against 

him/her and not restricted to departmental activity under the administration rules". 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
In a civilised society, even one lynching is too many. But India has seen a spate of them 

recently. The gravity of the situation has made the SC term it as a “horrendous act of 

mobocracy”. The SC has provided guidelines to deal with this situation and has asked the 

Parliament to make a new law to deal with it which will instil a sense of fear among those who 

involve themselves in such activities . However, mere laws without proper implementation 

would not suffice the purpose. The implementation should be accompanied by the proper 

manner of media coverage. There’s a need for rationalised social leadership rather than a biased 

political leadership. Politicians must rise above their political intentions. 

A lynching took place in Alwar just days after the judgement, the SC initiated contempt 

proceedings for negligence immediately. However, Akhlaq’s case is still stuck in court. 

Rajasthan and Manipur have passed Anti-Lynching Bills, but they have not yet received the 

 
18 Manob Chowdhury. Cow Vigilantism: Families contest Jharkhand Government’s claims on Latehar Lynching, 

2016. Scroll.in. 
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President’s consent. Though the Court laid down stringent directives to curb the problem, there 

are still issues with its implementation.  

The fierce occurrence of horde lynching disregards the standard of law and absolutely lessens 

key jurisprudential ideas like 'reasonable preliminary' and 'honest until demonstrated liable'. 

As the Court watched, observer unresponsiveness and deadness of the quiet onlookers of the 

wrongdoing scene combined with wasteful enactment and even woeful execution encourages 

this plague to show the whole nation in a condition of political agitation and disorder. The sole 

answer for this coldhearted plague is to embrace a zero-resilience approach towards this 

wrongdoing combined with quick enactment and brief execution. 

In the end, the Court issued guidelines under S.153 and 295A of IPC. The Court cited Shakti 

Vahini where the Court issued guidelines against Khap Panchayat diktats on inter-caste 

marriages and issued the following directions covering the arena of preventive, remedial and 

punitive measures. In issuing the following slew of guidelines, the Court did not restrict itself 

to specific acts of cow vigilantism but covered all acts of mob lynching or vigilantism: 

• There will be a nodal officers appointed in each district who is not below the rank of 

Superintendent of Police to prevent incidents of mob lynching and cow vigilantism. 

• Within a period of three weeksthe date of the this judgment, the State Governments are 

required to identify the affected districts where lynching incidents have taken place. 

• An automatic FIR under Section153A, IPC (promoting enmity between different groups) 

will be registered against individuals who incite people and spread fake news on social 

media. 

• The State Governments shall prepare a lynching/mob violence victim compensation 

scheme under S.357 A of CrPC within one month from the date of the this judgment. 

• The cases of lynching/mob violence shall be tried in fast track Courts in each district - 

the trail has to be completed within 6 months. 

• The Court recommended that the Parliament should create a separate offence of lynching 

which should be duly punished. 

***** 
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